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Executive summary 

 
WRB is a new program implemented for making ad-hoc teaching, non-teaching and venue hire 
bookings. This program uses Syllabus +, the primary timetable software, so all data retrieved or 
entered is immediately current and valid. 
 
WRB allows a wide range of choices to be made and requirements to be met in order to provide the 
most suitable room for a booking. Capabilities of the system comprise: 

 campus and building selections; 

 room attributes inc size, type, equipment, physical access capabilities, specific functionality; 

 video-conference bookings; 

 single or multiple dates 

 room viewing inc map or photograph where available 

 capturing of relevant data about the booking in department, usage, responsible person, 
security and other requirements etc; 

 automatic email notification to the booker 
 
More information 

 
For further information, contact the UTAS Timetable Officer 
 
Email: Timetabling.Office@utas.edu.au 
 
The WRB system can be accessed from the following URL: 

https://timetables.utas.edu.au/WRB2016/default.aspx
 
Data entry 

 
All fields tagged with an asterisk * are compulsory. 
When multiple selections can be made in a pick list, standard Windows conventions are used ie: 

 ctrl + click will select individual items 

 shift + click will select a range of items 

 holding down the left mouse button while moving the cursor  over the items will select that 
range of items 

 
Bookings: 1 location 

 

 
 
1 Select the minimum expected attendance* 

a this will restrict the later room offerings to only those rooms that have at least this 
capacity; 

b if multiple rooms are going to be selected, this value should be set to the smallest room. 

mailto:Timetabling.Office@utas.edu.au
https://timetables.utas.edu.au/WRB2016/default.aspx
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2 Select campus/location or building 

a only one item can be selected from each of these fields. These lists are displayed 
independently of each other, but any selections made are combined and used in 
2 Room Selection to present a matching list of rooms; 

b buildings are prefixed with their Archibus code, so are grouped by campus.  Refer to 
general notes for campus codes. 

 
3 Choose a room type/equipment 

a multiple selections can be made here - or none. These selections will restrict the later 
room offerings; 

b NB if making a video-conference booking, select the room: video conferencing option. If 
the rooms are to be on different campuses, ensure the campus/location and building 
options are clear to allow for all video conference rooms to be offered; 

c options selected here are combined for room selection, ie all selected options must 
apply to a room for it to be offered. 

 
Date 
There are 2 modes here: single date, or multiple dates. 
 
Single date 

 
Select the month and click on the desired day* 
 
Multiple dates 

 
Tick the box/es for the appropriate day/s of the week* 
Select the appropriate week/s* 
 
Time 

 
 
Select the appropriate start time* 
Select either the appropriate end time or duration*. The other field will automatically be filled in. 
When ready, click next. 
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Bookings: 2 room selection 

 

 
 
1 the list can be sorted in ascending or descending order of any column by clicking on the 

heading of that column; 
2 select the room/s required by ticking the box at the left of the line. As many rooms as required 

can be selected; 
3 should a longer list be required, click on show more options below the list; 
4 note that the list may repeat rooms, but at a slightly later time - to give more options; 
5 times or days may also be varied by selecting earlier start or later start below the list; 
6 NB ensure all rooms required are selected if requiring a video-conference booking; 
7 to view a scheduled list of activities in a particular room, click on the link next to the room in 

the map column. The display will result in room description at the top, with a link to the SISFM 
system, which provides a graphic display of room information contained in the Archibus Space 
Planning system. If a photograph of the room is available, it will be displayed in SISFM; 

8 to view a room/photo, click on the link next to the room in the view photo column. This will 
open a new tab in your browser with a logon to the SISFM system, see point above; 

9 If changes are required to any items on the previous page, click Back. 
 

When ready, click ‘Next’. 
 
Bookings: 3 booking details 

 
Navigation through the boxes can be done with the tab key if required. When the cursor is in a box 
which will display a drop-down list, either 

 click on the down arrow  and select the required item, or 

 key a character on your keyboard, and the first item starting with that character will be 
displayed eg N will show No in a No/Yes selection. 
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1 Location display mode only 

a displays the selection made in 2: room selection. Note it is the location description that 
is displayed, not the full Archibus Code; 

 
2 Date display mode only 

a displays the selection made in 1:location; 
 

3 Booking start and end display mode only 
a displays the selection made in 1 location; 
 

4 Email display mode only 
a displays the email address of the person making the booking; 
 

5 Expected attendance 
a displays the selection made in 1 location; 
b this value can be changed here but must not exceed the actual capacity of the room; 
 

6 Alternative locations 
a these fields display the other locations from 2: room selection which match the required 

time, but were not selected. Note that they only display the Archibus Code. 
b Any rooms selected here are stored in the booking record for future reference, but are 

not otherwise used at the moment; 
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7 Actual start time 
a this reflects the actual starting time of the activity. The booking start time reflects the 

time from when the location is available. This allows a booking to take into account any 
necessary preparation time prior to the actual activity; 

b this defaults to the booking start time; 
c it can be changed to reflect the activity’s start time should it be different; 
 

8 Responsible officer -first name, last name, telephone, mobile 
a this defaults to the person making the booking; 
b it should be changed to the person who actually will be responsible for 

managing/conducting the activity; 
 

9 Is this for video conferencing?* 
a if this booking is not for a video-conference, enter No. Skip to the next box public 

attendance; 
b if this booking is for a video-conference, enter Yes. Three (3) more boxes will be 

displayed; 
 

 
 

i the two Yes/No questions must be answered appropriately; 
ii any video-conference with Yes in at least one of the boxes requires manual setup by 

Audio Visual staff. In this case, relevant comments must be included to assist the 
Audio-visual with this setup; 

 
10 Will there be public attendance, admission fee, catering, alcohol? 

a for most internal bookings, these answers should be No; 
b if there is, answer Yes. This allows for appropriate arrangements to be made; 
 

11 Title of booking* 
a enter a meaningful title; 
 

12 Brief description 
a enter a more detailed description here if the title is not descriptive enough; 
 

13 Security comments 
a enter relevant details that the University’s Security Department need to know. These 

details will automatically be provided to Security; 
b this is important for various situations eg: 

i answer Yes to any of the items in item 10 above public attendance, etc; 
ii out of hours bookings where locking/unlocking of rooms is required; 

iii any situations where it is prudent/necessary for Security to be informed; 
 

14 Type of booking* 
a select the most appropriate/nearest description; 
 

15 Department* 
a select the appropriate department; 
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16 Disclaimer 
a Answer must be Yes for this booking to proceed. 

 
Review of bookings 

 

 
 
1 it is possible to obtain a list of all bookings made, and cancel any of those bookings; 
2 Please note that this system does not allow for the editing of bookings - should a change be 

required, cancel the existing booking and enter a new one with the appropriate changes. 
 
List bookings 
1 by clicking on my bookings at the bottom of the page, a list of all bookings will be made 

available; 
2 only the main details of the bookings are displayed; 
3 the list can be sorted by clicking in the heading of the appropriate column; 
4 note that for bookings with multiple dates, the date display shows the relevant day/s first 

followed by the relevant weeks -defined by the date of the Monday at the start of that week; 
5 if the weeks are discrete, they will be separated by commas (,). Refer to the item 1 in the 

example above; 
6 if the weeks are successive, they will be separated by a dash (-). Ref to item 2 in the example 

above. 
 
Cancel bookings 
Click on the cancel button next to the relevant booking. 
 
Campus codes 

 
Campus codes used in the Archibus Building descriptions. These are the first 2 characters in the 
building code (eg NH in NH.AV29) 
 
Code Campus 

BH North West Rural 

BP Beauty Point 

BT Burnie Tafe 

CA Centre for the Arts 

CB Clinical School Building 

CM Conservatorium Building 

IR Inveresk 

LG Launceston University Building 

MR Medical Sciences Precinct (Hobart) 
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NH Newnham 

RH Royal Hobart Hospital 

SB Sandy Bay 

UF University Farmhouse 

 
Hints and tips 

 
What it will do 

 create ad hoc booking that are not to be linked to a unit; 

 delete previously made bookings by yourself 
 

What it won’t do 

 edit any bookings; 

 view bookings on a student timetable. To do this use the website: 
https://timetables.utas.edu.au/2016/ 
 

When to use WRB 

 when booking something that should not appear on the student timetable and that should not be 
possibly carried over from the previous year. 
 

Selecting rooms 
Rooms shown are: 

 centrally managed rooms; 

 locally managed rooms that an organisational unit maintains custody of and may be booked via 
negotiation from the custodian. If you cannot see one of these rooms contact Timetable Office. 
 

Selecting multiple days 

 multiple days can be selected if they share the same start and finish times, and same days per 
week if spanning different weeks. 
 

Selecting multiple rooms 

 multiple rooms can be selected by simply ticking the boxes of the rooms required. 
 

Video conferencing 

 if video-conferencing requires a room that is not on the list click yes to involving external rooms. 
This will flag for Audio Visual to contact the responsible office regarding requirements. It is 
essential to add clear concise notes for AV staff in the box provided. 
 

Title of booking and description 

 clear and concise descriptions in the fields title of booking and description assist to find a booking 
after it is made. 

 
Security comments 

 security comments are required eg doors need to be opened at a certain time etc. 
 

https://timetables.utas.edu.au/2016/
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